Manifesto of Molfetta for a resilient city
A resilient city is today a city that knows how to develop responses that strengthen
the identity and the sense of community by transforming the " crisis " into an
opportunity for renewal. The ten points of the manifesto try to collect all the
important aspects connected to resilience in the government of the city. (Here
following there are the ten points of the Manifesto of Molfetta for a resilient city).
A RESILIENT CITY is:
1. A city that does not accept the deaths on work, traffic and domestic accidents,
making workers and citizens aware of the risks and helping them to withstand
adversity.
2. A city where urban planning is built on attention to the custody of the quality of
water, air and soil, essential common goods to the base of the primary needs of all
citizens.
3. A city that invest in the typical products of local agriculture, protecting and
promoting biodiversity, giving up the wastage of natural resources from the
perspective of an " ethics agriculture".
4. A welcoming city that ensures quality of life and safety because the "right to the
city" is guaranteed to all regardless of gender, age, culture, origin and state of health.
5. An attractive, creative and innovative city because it invests in culture as "food of
the mind" and integral part of people's health, and therefore able to attract investment
and promote economic quality development.
6. A city where civil protection is based on risk prevention, the active involvement of
social voluntary and the widespread community and not only on the response to
emergencies.
7. A city that knows how to involve, since the designing of healthy choices, families,
schools, associations and movements, the world of production and consumers, in
order to ensure that the choices are not imposed from above but matured and
activated from below.
8. A city that combines the professionalism, local policies, and the institutional levels
that shares best practices with other cities through networks.
9. A city that bases its knowledge on certain data and on a systematic alliance with
local experts, universities and research institutions to develop the best policies on the
environment and people's health.
10. A city in which the dissemination of information on environment and health is
directly accessible to all, in a transparent way and not influenced by private interests,
also thanks to the responsibility of the press.

